
Shepherding

Helpful metaphor
Shepherding - every farmer has outcomes not just about stroking sheep
- priorities:
1. Diet
Looking out for food, for pasture...
Leader should look at what constitutes a healthy life
- Word of God
- what are you feeding yourself

2. Protection
David fought off the lion and the bear
Risked his life for the flock
- risk his/her life

3. Unity in the pen
- infighting 
- settles disputes, fights for unity
- Establishes a culture of honour and forgiveness

4. Health
There is always a contingent to the flock that are not always healthy
Weak, stray, drifter
Priority of Christian leader - look for out for not only the prize sheep, but to establish at 
which stage a sheep is at

Ezekiel 34:4 ESV
The WEAK you have not strengthened, (recovering, can't keep the pace, small capacity - 
no effort to strengthen)
the SICK you have not healed, (caught a disease(false doctrine) and immune system isn't 
kicking in)
the INJURED you have not bound up, (offense, past experience etc.)
the STRAYED you have not brought back, (distracted, from the core to the edge of the 
flock - prone to wolves)
the LOST you have not sought, (like the prodigal son. Already a son(sheep) but left home 
and can't find their way back)

5. Reproduction
The success of any farming enterprise depends on this.
Godly shepherds produce shepherds - great leaders produce great leaders
Great commission - make disciples who don't stay disciples but make disciples
Transformation

NOT MERELY CARE!

HAS GOT TO DO WITH MOMENTUM, DIRECTION

Practical
1. ESTABLISH JESUS AS THE GREAT SHEPHERD
John 10 - I am the Good Shepherd



Psalm 23 - The Lord is my Shepherd
Humans let people down
Jesus guarantee - I will never leave you nor forsake me
- important for leaders to understand this or we will burnout

Story - church leader took over a church of 800, one elder. when people approached him, 
he would ask one question: Have you been to the Great Shepherd...
90%counselling dropped. Most people go to human counsel first

2. LEARN TO SHEPHERD BY THE SPIRIT PRIMARILY
- how do I do this, overwhelming
- Holy Spirit prompts, God loves the flock more than us
PHB - when a name drops into his heart - takes it as the Holy Spirit speaking
Dad - name happened to be on starting point list (actually been part of the church for 3 
years). Dad phoned, they were about to leave that day, saved them to the church

3. WE SHEPHERD SYSTEMATICALLY
- list of details
- if they designated by God, systematically work through the list...!
- work out a system to touch regular people in regular ways

4. REAL PRACTICAL HANDLES
A) Details - notice the little insignificant details... Sad, happy, withdrawn, servant-hearted, 
first comment...
Eg. Grant Coley - SMS every week take note of what every person was doing...

B) Celebrating the big moments... No one took notice of the detail!
....eg. Dedication, birth, wedding, funerals
Get past the awkward - be there in the moment

C) Involvement - solution to many problems
- Tom Bloy - many hours of conversation.
Someone believes in them, industrious

D) Redeem time
Certain elements I can redeem
- driving in a car
- watching sports
i) Sunday service
ii) one night for groups of people...
iii) on the journey time - traveling, building a cupboard

E) Raise up other shepherds around you
Moses and Jethro his father-in-law

F) Pray
Most effective ways to shepherd
Eg. Matt Billet

3 passages of scripture:
Psalm 23
Ezekiel 34



John 10

Homework - go find some strays


